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ABSTRACT
We present our work on the implementation and calibration of a multi sensor measuring system. The work is part
of a large scale research project on optical measurement using sensor actuator coupling and active exploration. This
project is a collaboration of researchers from seven institutes of the University of Stuttgart including photogrammetry,
mechanical engineering and computer science. The system consists of optical sensors which can be manipulated
in position and orientation by robot actuators, and light sources which control illumination. The system performs
diﬀerent tasks including object recognition, localization and gauging. Flexibility is achieved by replacing the common
serial measurement chain by nested control loops involving autonomous agents which perform basic tasks in a modular
fashion. The system is able to inspect and gauge several parts from a set of parts stored in a 3-D model database.
The paper gives an overview of the entire system and details some of the photogrammetry-related aspects such as the
calibration of the diﬀerent sensors (cameras, stereo-head, stripe projector), the calibration of the measurement robot
using photogrammetric measurements, as well as data processing steps like segmentation, object pose determination,
and gauging.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years we have seen a tremendous growth in the number of 2-D and 3-D vision system for inspection
and gauging. Their speed, ﬂexibility and accuracy has made optical measurement system quite popular for many
applications in industry. Currently we can observe a trend, mainly at automobile manufacturers, to replace static
measurement setups with ﬂexible measurement units using general purpose robots, which perform a series of mea-
surements using a single sensor. This new generation of measurement systems is characterized by certain limitations.
Typically they consist of only one single type of sensor, often a laser triangulation sensor. Usually the sensor can
perform only a single measurement task, such as edge measurement. If several of these systems are combined to form
a larger set up, they perform their task independently and without interaction. All motions are pre-programmed,
usually they have been taught by hand. The system performs repetitive measurements of a single class of objects.
It is our and our partners vision to design a system which is to overcome these limitations. We aim at implementing
a highly ﬂexible measurement system using several diﬀerent types of sensors. Flexibility to us has two meanings, for
one we wish to be ﬂexible in what we measure i.e. the kind of objects we aim at and second in how we do it i.e.
what sensors we use. Our system is not designed for a single class of objects but for a large variety of objects varying
in size, shape and material. Using diﬀerent types of sensors we exploit the possibility of combining sensors and
illumination devices such that we achieve the optimal setup for the speciﬁc task. The single steps of a measurement
sequence shall not be chosen by hand but are to be computed automatically on the basis of a given CAD model and
the ability to actively explore the scene.
2. THE PROJECT
The goal of our work is to implement an optical measurement system ﬂexible enough to handle a large variety of
objects from the industrial world. Using diﬀerent types of sensors, e.g. mono cameras, stereo cameras and stripe
projection systems, the measurement process is automatically tailored towards the object presented to the system and
measurement tasks speciﬁc to the object are executed. A CAD model for each object forms the basis for measurement
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planning and assessment. We allow the objects to be presented to the system in arbitrary position. The system has
to recover the pose of the object automatically.
The goals of this project are rather ambitious and the issues to be resolved are from a broad range of scientiﬁc
areas. It is not possible to attempt to implement such a system without interdisciplinary collaboration. It is for this
reason that the University of Stuttgart has established a large scale research project funded by the German Science
Foundation. The project is a cooperation of seven institutes of the University from all major areas of engineering:
mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, optical engineering, computer science and photogrammetry. The
diﬀerent disciplines all have contributed their speciﬁc capabilities and know-how for the broad range of issues:
• mechanical design and robotics for sensor positioning
• sensor technology, optics and lighting technology
• CAD technology, measurement planning
• Software system design, distributed computing and machine learning
• sensor and actuator calibration, high precision imaging
• image processing, object recognition and modeling
Altogether more than 15 researchers are occupied with this project. In addition a large number of students is
involved. The project was started in the beginning of 1998 and has now completed its ﬁrst phase. It has been
decided to extend the project over the next three years until 2002.
3. SYSTEM DESIGN
We have created a test bed in order to validate our concepts in real-world experiments and to be able to reﬁne and
improve our measurement strategies. At the moment our experimentation environment consists of a portal machine
(see ﬁgure 1) which uses linear motor like drives to move three independent platforms within a measurement volume
of approximately 1 m3. The platforms are hanging upside down from the ceiling of the measurement cell, attracted
to the ceiling by permanent magnets but ﬂoating on thin air cushions. Electric magnets are the drives which move
the platform along a regular grid engraved onto the metallic ceiling. The grid on the ceiling forms a two dimensional
coordinate system along which the platforms can be positioned with high repeatability and accuracy. Each of the
platforms is equipped with a serial link arm. The number of axes ranges from one to three. Three platforms
independently moving in two axes, one with a single, the other two with three additional axes total a system with
13 axes.
The complexity of the machine has several implications. For one the possibility of moving three platforms
independently within a common volume allows for a number of sensor interactions and combinations. The high
number of controllable axes creates the possibility to position the sensors in a most ﬂexible way. This makes it
possible to move the sensor to its optimal position with respect to the measurement task. Sensor positioning can be
vital in cases of reﬂecting surfaces or complex shaped objects.
One of the drawbacks of the complexity in the kinematics of course is the increased complexity in motion compu-
tation. Advanced algorithms of motion planning, collision avoidance and kinematics in general have to be applied.
Bringing all the separate modules into one and the same coordinate frame becomes a major issue when measurement
results obtained from diﬀerent sensors have to be merged and evaluated.
3.1. Sensors
The idea behind designing a multi sensor system is the possibility to choose from an assortment of sensors the ones
which are best suited for a particular task, depending on several conditions such as object size, shape, material and
desired accuracy. The sensors should not overlap in their capabilities but rather complement one another.
The fundamental requirement of not knowing the objects initial position on the one hand and the desire of high
accuracy on the other gives the need for a wide range of sensor resolutions. Initial object localization can only be
achieved if a sensor is available which can inspect a large portion of the measurement volume. On the other side we
Figure 1. The measurement cell and a view inside the measurement volume with one of the sensors in the front
and a part in the back.
can achieve high accuracy best when the sensors ﬁeld of view (FOV) is narrowed down to the part of the object to
be inspected.
At the current stage we have integrated three sensors in the mechanical platform and we have developed a fourth
sensor which will possibly be integrated in the future. A motorized zoom lens camera which has the largest FOV of
all of our sensors is mainly used for object localization and active exploration of unknown scenes. The cameras focal
length can be varied in a broad range. In addition it has a large range of focus. The cameras FOV starts at 26mm
distance where it is able to achieve a resolution of 21 lines per mm at maximal focal length. At the other end, at a
distance of 1m (the maximum within our mechanical platform) it reaches a FOV of 960mm x 720mm. This makes
it ideally suited to inspect any kind of object independent of its size. In addition the camera has both a motorized
focus and iris. Further camera parameters such as exposure time and gain can also be remotely controlled.
These features make it our most ﬂexible sensor. Several algorithms have been implemented to exploit this
ﬂexibility. An auto-focus algorithm as well as an auto-iris and an auto-FOV algorithm have been implemented. The
auto-FOV adapts the cameras focal length so that the object is imaged at its maximum size occupying the whole
of the cameras imaging sensor. The camera can be used for 2D imaging tasks such as 2D object recognition and in
combination with a stripe projection device it can even be used for 3-D imaging, albeit only lower accuracy can be
expected.
While a zoom lens camera with motorized lenses gives great ﬂexibility we also have to mention some of the
disadvantages. The optomechanic accuracy of a motorized lens can not be compared to that of a ﬁxed focus lens.
We observe slight deviations in the repeatability of the motor positions. This leads to measurement errors with a
standard deviation of up to 1.7µm in image space at a pixel size of 6.7µm (see Figure 2).
The second sensor is a high precision stereo camera. The cameras are high resolution (1k x 1k) digital cameras
equipped with 17 mm focal length quality lenses. The stereo head has a calibrated ﬁxed base length. The sensor
is used for precise 3-D measurement of distinct object features such as drill holes, edges and corner points. In
combination with a stripe projector it can also be used for large FOV dense surface measurements. The third sensor
is called LASCAM (laser camera) and consists of a laser stripe projector in combination with a CCD camera. The
sensor is used for dense 3D surface measurements with a smaller FOV of 40mm x 40mm. The forth sensor which is
currently not integrated in the machine is a stereo stripe projection microscope. It uses one optical path to project
a stripe sequence and the other for image acquisition. It is capable of taking dense range images of a very small area
down to 1mm2, useful for detection of small surface defects and to determine surface roughness.
3.2. Software Architecture
The large number of hardware components, actuators, sensors and lighting devices, raises the need for a large number
of software components for hardware control and processing. Some of the software is speciﬁc to some hardware and
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Figure 2. Retrieving the same step-motor position of the motorized focus several times in an otherwise ﬁxed setup
leads to small errors in image measurement. (a) The ﬁrst image in a sequence of experiments. (b) Diﬀerence of two
images at the same focus position. (c) The deviation of image coordinates in mm of two target centers in a sequence
of ﬁve images.
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Figure 3. The diagram on the left shows the diﬀerent layers of the systems software architecture. On the right we
see an example of a nested control loop.
has to be adjusted whenever hardware changes other software is of more general use.
The experimental character of our system implies constant change and therefore calls for an adequately ﬂexible
software system design. A monolithic software structure is not suﬃcient for our purpose. Likewise the amount
of parallelism inherent in the system, for example parallel movement of the sensors, parallel movement and image
acquisition or processing, calls for a software system design which allows for distributed computing rather than the
classical sequential approach.
We have successfully designed and implemented a distributed object oriented software architecture based on
industry standard CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture).1 CORBA is available cross-platform
and so we are able to combine diﬀerent computing platforms within one system which eases development. Within
the CORBA framework we establish so called autonomous agents2 which can oﬀer services and also request services
from other agents. The autonomous agent concept encapsulates software components speciﬁc to certain hardware
and can be easily updated or replaced when hardware changes. The concept has proven to be an excellent tool to
cope with the problems of a large and complex system.
4. SYSTEM CALIBRATION
Calibration is probably the most fundamental aspect in the implementation of any measurement system. However,
its importance and complexity is often seriously underestimated. In this context calibration means both, sensor
calibration as well as the calibration of the machine itself.
4.1. Actuator Calibration
Actuator calibration is necessary to determine the geometric relationship among the measurement machine, the
diﬀerent sensors and a reference frame. In our case, the reference frame or world coordinate frame is located in the
base plate of the measurement volume and is represented by a number of targets that are known with high accuracy.
The base coordinate frame is located in the ceiling and was provided by the manufacturer. It is the coordinate
frame, to which all the transformations inside the machine refer to. The kinematic model of the machine allows us
to transform from the ﬂange coordinate system, which is deﬁned on the mounting surface of the end-eﬀector, to the
base coordinate frame. The sensor coordinate frame, is the natural coordinate frame for raw measurements. It is
linked to the ﬂange coordinate frame by the hand-eye transformation. At the moment, we assume the base to ﬂange
geometry to be accurate and stable. Hence, we are only concerned with the identiﬁcation of the base and hand-eye
transformations.
We are using a calibration procedure that is tailored to our measurement system. The base transformation is
determined using a high resolution camera. The camera is moved to a number of positions. At each position, it
acquires a set of images while the camera is rotated around the axes of revolution. For each image, the position of
the camera is computed by resection, allowing us to resolve the position and orientation of these axes in the world
coordinate frame. The intersection point of the two axes in world coordinates is also known in the base coordinate
frame thus allowing us to compute the base-to-world transformation.
Once the base-to-world transformation is known, the position and orientation of each sensor is computed by
resection. Since the position and orientation of the ﬂange coordinate frame is known by the forward kinematic of
the machine, the hand-eye transformation for each sensor can be calculated in a straightforward manner.
4.2. Sensor Calibration
Sensor calibration is a fundamental prerequisite for any vision system that relies on quantitative measurements of
the observed scene. Although it is very common to calibrate optical 3-D systems, like stripe projectors, by means of
direct calibration techniques (e.g. polynomial models) we found it favorable to use model based calibration,3 where
parameters of a geometric model of the sensor, so called intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, are determined. The
fact, that model parameters hold true for all the measurement volume of the sensor increases ﬂexibility and omits
problems with measurements lying outside the volume originally covered by calibration. In addition, residuals and
the obtained covariance matrix give a clear diagnosis for the determination of the calibration parameters and object
point coordinates. The model parameters describe how points in 3-D space are projected onto the image plane,
considering imperfect cameras and lenses. For a camera this means to ﬁnd appropriate numbers for the focal length,
principal point position and lens distortion. If a sensor consists of multiple components their relative position and
Figure 4. Coarse object localization.
orientation must also be determined. The stripe projection systems are either modeled as inverse cameras or used
as an aid to establish point correspondences between at least two cameras e.g. the cameras of the stereo head.
Despite the existence of techniques in photogrammetry to simultaneously estimate these parameters during mea-
surement tasks, we are using a specially designed test object to eﬀectively compute the desired quantities from a few
calibration measurements. Since any short-term geometrically stable object can be used for calibration, there is no
need for an accurate calibration normal. Nonetheless, if absolute measurements are required, at least one accurate
distance (e.g. from a scale bar) is needed to ﬁx the scale. Automation is achieved utilizing coded targets (see also
Figure 2a) and test ﬁelds that allow for the identiﬁcation of points without user interaction.
5. HIGH LEVEL IMAGE PROCESSING
In order to perform a measurement of a speciﬁc feature of an object such as a drill hole, we have to extract the
feature from the sensor data. Furthermore we have to bring it up to a level of abstraction comparable to that of
the CAD model, which holds the speciﬁcation, so that we can evaluate the measurement properly. We incorporate
model based segmentation strategies and object recognition technologies to achieve this.
We have implemented some of the most common operations for 2-D image processing to carry out some tests of
our system. They can best be described using a practical example. The task is to locate an engine block within
the measurement volume and to precisely recover its pose with respect to its internal coordinate system speciﬁed
by the CAD model. The ﬁrst image is taken with the wide angle zoom lens camera. We use an adaptive threshold
technique4 to separate the object from the background. We then compute the minimal enclosing rectangle (MER)
to estimate the pose of the engine block (see ﬁgure 4). From the CAD model the openings of the valve seatings were
manually selected as reference features. The origin of the CAD model’s coordinate system is located in-between the
centers of the two outmost valves.
With the high-resolution stereo camera we take the next images of the combustion chambers machined surface.
Because of the proper lighting conditions we achieve with the controllable lights the valve openings separate well
from the plane and can easily be segmented. The proper valves are approximated by ellipses and the center is
precisely measured. With the parameters of the stereo camera obtained during calibration we can compute the
forward intersection providing us with the 3-D coordinates of the points. The two points deﬁne the origin and a
direction of the coordinate system. The normal vector of the planar surface is measured with the LASCAM. This
gives the missing third direction of the engine block’s internal coordinate system (see ﬁgure 5). The example above
demonstrates well our approach to optical measurement using a coarse-to-ﬁne strategy and is an excellent example
of how diﬀerent sensors can be combined to perform a measurement task.
So far we have only demonstrated tasks including simple geometric primitives (plane, circle). However we are
also aiming at objects which have more complex geometry, for example free-form surfaces. It is evident that for these
objects our system will beneﬁt the most from stripe projection sensors. The tasks of image processing in principle
remain the same. The sensor data has to be segmented and individual features have to be extracted and identiﬁed
with those of the CAD model. We use curvature based segmentation algorithms to reliably identify surface patches
on arbitrarily curved objects. We have described these algorithms in detail in earlier publications.5 First results of
our work on 3-D object recognition have also been published previously6.7 The subject is still in the focus of our
current research work.
Figure 5. Retrieving the objects internal coordinate system.
5.1. Registration and Data Fusion
The variety of sensors within our system implies that measurements diﬀer in size, resolution and accuracy. For
this reason, the integration of inhomogeneous datasets into one common surface description becomes a vital issue.
Registration of 3-D data is performed using an extended iterative closest point algorithm (ICP),8 which directly
works on triangular meshes. The vertices carry additional attributes like color and covariance information. Our
implementation uses covariance information to choose appropriate weights for the point correspondences and hereby
accounts for diﬀerences in the quality of the acquired data. The registration process is an iterative procedure, thus
initial values are necessary to guarantee proper convergence. As the sensor orientation is known from the forward
kinematic of the machine, good initial values can easily be provided.
In order to validate that a machined part meets its speciﬁcation, the datasets can be registered against their
CAD model and the deviation between the measured points and the CAD model is computed. Again, covariance
information can be used to decide whether the observed deviation is signiﬁcant or within the noise level.
6. SUMMARY
We presented the overall concept of our project on a measurement system for inspection and gauging of industrial
parts. We detailed some of the photogrammetry related task and presented the results obtained from test runs. The
development of the system is an ongoing process and we will work to increase the degree of automation and the
spectrum of measurable features.
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